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We prove that if T: Ao+ B, is compact and T: A, 4 B, is compact (or 
T: A, -+ B, is bounded and B, 4 B,), then given any 0 and 9 with 0 < 0 c 1 and 
Oiq-$ a, it follows that T: (A,, .4,)o,s-+ (B,, E,),,, is also compact. Here 
(A,, ,4,h, and (4, B,h, are the usual real interpolation spaces. .(‘ 1990 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The behaviour of compact linear operators under interpolation has been 
of interest from the beginning of abstract interpolation theory in the early 
1960s. The first result in this direction was obtained by M. A. 
Krasnosel’skii [7], who proved that if Tis a linear operator which satisfies 
the hypothesis of the Riesz-Thorin theorem, that is, T maps LP, con- 
tinuously into L,, (.j=O, I), where l<p,,q,,, p,, q1 <co, and if, in 
addition, go c GO and T: L,, + L,, is compact, then T: L, -+ L, is compact, 
where l/p = (1 - @)/p. + Ct/pi, l/q = (1 - @j/q0 -t- i3iq, and @ is any number 
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SUCK that 0 < 0 < 1. Here L, is the usual space of functions J‘on an arbitrary 
measurable bounded subset of R” with IfI’ integrable. 
Whether or not Krasnosel’skii’s result can be extended to the abstract 
framework of jnterpolatjon theory is a problem that has attracted the 
attention of many authors. We consider here only the real interpolation 
method (see [2, 8, 10, 121 for details). The question is whether one can 
replace the couples (L,,, LPI), (L,, Lg,) and the spaces Lp and L, by 
general interpolation couples (A,, A,), (B,, B,) and real interpolation 
spaces t& 4 h,, and (B,, &)e,qs Partial answers were given by J.-L. 
Lions and J. Peetre in [S] and later by A. Persson in Cl 11. Lions and 
Peetre gave a positive answer to the question if A0 = A I or B0 = B,, while 
Persson proved that if the couple (B,, B,) has a certain approximation 
property then again the answer is positive. 
As far as we are aware the only result for the general case without an 
approximation hypothesis is that given by K. Hayakawa in ES]. He states 
that if T is a linear operator such that the restrictions 2’~ A0 -+ B, and 
T: A, -+ B, are compact, then T: (Ao, A,),,, --t (B,, B1)B,y is compact for all 
0 and 4 with 0 < 0 < 1 and 1 <y < co. Unfortunately his paper has not 
received much attention: this might be due to his long and complicated 
arguments; but in addition the proof of his so-called Calculus Lemma 
(which plays a fundamental part in his paper) is not completely satisfac- 
tory. 
In this paper we develop a new approach, based on the K functional, to 
the result stated by Hayakawa. Although our techniques are quite distinct 
from his, we do use some ideas which originate in his paper. Tn our work, 
vector-vaIued sequence spaces modelled on B, -I- B, will play an important 
role. They are defined by taking the I, norms of the sequence of norms 
(ewRmK(eM, .)) (a sequence equivalent to that formed by the gauges of 
e”r/, + e(s-‘)mUi, where Uj is the unit ball of B!). The techniques we use, 
involving these sequence spaces, are similar to some of those introduced by 
Davis, Figiel, Johnson, and Pelczynski [3] to show that a weakly compact 
operator factors through a reflexive space, and later used by Beauzamy [ 1 ] 
to give a necessary and sufficient condition for interpolation spaces to be 
reflexive. 
Our approach enables us to give a clear and straightforward proof of the 
result stated by Hayakawa, using modern and familiar interpolation theory 
techniques. We include the cases 0 < 4 < 1 and q = co which were not 
considered by Hayakawa; we also show that when B, is continuousIy 
embedded in B,, the result still holds even if we merely assume that 
T: A0 --f B0 is compact and T: A L -+ B, is continuous. The procedure we use 
also works for the (more general) method of ~nterpoIation with a function 
parameter (see f4, 10 1). 
Finaliy, we apply our interpolation results to show that certain integral 
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operators are compact. In particulars we derive a theorem of this kind due 
to L. V. Kantorovich [6]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we survey the results that we shall need concerning inter- 
polation theory. Further details can be found in any of the standard texts 
(see, for example, [Z, 121). 
A pair of Banach spaces (A,, A ,) is said to be a compatible couple if AC) 
and A I are continuously embedded in some Wausdorff topological vector 
space .d. Then we can form their sum A, -t- A I and intersection A0 n A I ; 
it is easily seen that A0 + A, and A0 n A, become Banach spaces when 
endowed with the norms 
and 
respectively, jj *ji being the norm in A,. Given such a couple, define 
ZZ inf(Ila,I/,+t l(a,I(, :a=cro4a,,u,~A,,al~A,) 
for ail t >O and all as AO+ A,; K(t, -) is a norm equivalent to that of 
ki,+A,. For 0~ 8 < 1 and 1 bq$ x the real interpolation space 
(A”, A, )h/ is defined to be the collection of all a E A, i- A i which have a 
finite norm 
We note that ((A,, A1)U,yr Ij.JIB,y) is a Banach space. 
Let ( BQ, B, ) be another compatible couple of Banach spaces and assume 
that T is a linear operator which maps Ai continuously into Bj (j= 0, 1). 
Then it is known that T maps (A,, A,)B.y continuously into (B,, B,fa,q, 
and 
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Here II Tlh, tl TI/ 1 f and II TII 8,y are the norms of T as a mapping from A, to 
B,, -4, to B,, and (A,, A ,)8,4 to (I$,, B,)@,#, respectively. 
The definition of (A,, A I)e.q also makes sense if 0 < q < 1. fn this case, 
the functional j/ I 1) B,y is only a quasi-norm and ((A,, A,)H,y, jj.jjO,y) is a 
quasi-Banach space. We emphasize that the interpolation property (2.1) 
still holds. 
We now introduce the vector-valued sequence spaces that will be used in 
the proofs of our theorems. Let (&, B,) be a compatible couple of Banach 
spaces. Given any rn~Z we denote by F, the Banach space &C B, 
endowed with the norm K(e”, s ); for any B with 0 < 8 < 1, Iet e--““Fm stand 
for the Banach space (B, + BI , e-BmK(em, .)). We put 
= 
i 
f (ewemK(em, b,))q r’4<co 
m .A - m I I 
if q<co, and 
To establish our principal Theorem the following interpolation result 
will be required; its proof is similar to that of [X2, Theorem 1.18.21. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let0<6<1 cmdO<q<co. Tlzen 
(l,(F,,A L(e-m~m))~,y~ l,(e-8”‘Fm) (2.2) 
Here the symbol cs means that the embedding is continuous. 
Prooj Let (b,) E (I,(F,), E,(e-“F,,,))o,y and consider any representa- 
tion (6,)==fx,,J-!-(JJ,), where (x,)~l,(F,) and (ym)EE,(e-mf;m). For 
all t>O and ah mEZ, 
min( I, reCm)K(eq b,;Bo,B1)~K(em,~m;BorB1) 
-f- te-“K(e”, ym; B,, B,) 
6 Ill b-kNl/O,ia +1 Ill (Yk)lll I,co ‘
Thus 
sup [min( 1, te-‘“}K(em, b,,; B,, B,)] 
mez 
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Here N indicates equivalence with constants depending only on 0 and q. 
The case q = ,CQ can be treated analogously. 1 
Remark 2.2. We point out that under the hypothesis of Lemma 2.1, the 
spaces on both sides of (2.2) are, in fact, equal with equivalent of norms; 
we do not include a proof as we shall require only the given embedding. 
We end these preliminaries with (part of) the Lions-Pee&e result that we 
mentioned in the Introduction. This will be used in the next section. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let B he a Banach space and let (A,, A,) he n compatible 
couple c$ Bi~n~ch spaces; let T be a linear operator such fhut T: A, -+ B is 
compact und T: AI -+ B is coratinuoirs, and let 8, q .suii+ 0 < 8 < 1 and 
O<q<w. Then T:(n,,A,),,--tBiscomnpact. 
In fact, Lions and Peetre [83 considered only the case 1 d y 6 CC, but the 
extension to the more general sjtuation given above is trivial. 
3. COMPACTNESS AND INTERPOLATION 
In this section we prove the abstract theorems promised in the Introduc- 
tion. The first theorem is the result stated by Hayakawa, extended to allow 
q to be less than t or equal to co. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (A,, A,) and (B,, B,) be compatible couples of 
Banach spaces and let T he a linear operator such that T: A,, -+ B0 and 
i?A,-+B, are cwzpacr. Then zYfO<qd~~ andO<@<I, T:(AD, A,),,,,+ 
(fz,, B, )<,,, is also compacf. 
Prooj: Let +j j be the closure of A0 n A, in Aj (j = 0, 1) and define lji 
similariy. First note that the restrictions T: A,, --+ S, and T: 4 t -+ &, are 
compact. 
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Now we embed & and & in vector-valued sequence spaces. Put 
co(F,,)=l(b,):(b,)~I,(F,)and lim K(e’“,h,,)=O) 
,n -b - z 
and 
co’ (e-“‘F,,) = ((b,) : (6,) E /,(e-“F,) and lim e-“K(em, b,) = 0). 
m --a ,cc? 
Clearly c;(F,) and cc(e-mF,,z) are closed subspaces of Z,(FJ and 
Z,(eemFm), respectively, and are thus Banach spaces under the norms 
III * III 0, Cc and II) .\I) ,, a:, respectively. 
Consider the map j which to each element h E &+ B, associates the 
constant sequence in which all coordinates are equal to h: 
.j: b t-+ (b) = f..., b, 6, 6, . ..)* 
It follows from the inequality 
@em, 6) d K(e”, b - v) + K(em, 0) 
G llb-~ll~+e~ Ml1 ibE&,, u~%nB,) 
that j embeds .& in co (F,); clearly j is continuous. Analogous reasoning, 
but this time using the inequality 
e-“K(e”, b) ,< e-“’ jjv[jo + lb - vlj , (be&t, u~&inB,) 
shows that j also embeds @, continuously in c,‘(e-“‘F,). 
Next write p=,jo T. Then 
i? /I, -+ c;(F,,,) and f:&-+c,f(e-mFm) 
are compact. We now show that the bounded linear map 
F: (Ao, Alh,y+(~;(Fm), c,+(e-mF~)i~,y 
is also compact. To this end, we introduce various families of mappings 
between the sequence spaces. Given (b,) E c; (F,ti) + cl(e -“F’,), put 
P,(b,)=(...,O,O, b-,+i. b-,+z ,.-- ,bo,..., b,,+,,L,,0,0,...), 
P+(b,)= t..., 0, 0, bo, b,, . . . . b,, b,,+ ,, . ..I. 
P-(6,)=( . . . . b..,-1, b-n, ...I b-2, b_,,O,O, . ..). 
R,=P-P,+P, and L,= P,P,+P-. 
It is clear that all these mappings, when considered as acting in c;(F,,) 
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and in c:(e--“~,f, are bounded with norms equal to 1. TO establish the 
compactness of i; we first show that ? can be approximated uniformly by 
mappings of the form P,‘i? 
We have 
where C is the constant in the quasi-triangle inequality for I\ -//n.g; C== I if 
I dqd x. By (2.1), 
and similarly 
‘. 1 
We now check that II&T- Tl\o+O as n -+ x. 
Recall that F: tfl, -+ c;-(Fm) is compact; thus given E>O, there is a finite 
subset (h !, hZ, . . . . h,) of the closed unit ball U, of 4, such that 
WM~ (j ~~b,+(~~3)~~~~, 
/=I 
where IV, is the closed unit ball in co (Fm). Since 
lim K(e”, !3i) = 0 for .j = 1, . . . . f”, m-- 7: 
The choice ofj so that f’bs Fbi+ (43) W, now shows that 
l/R,% %a, 
where /I .iio stands for the operator norm of maps from do to C; (F,). With 
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parallel reasoning, but now using the compactness of p: 4, -+ c$ (eemF,,,), 
we can check that 
11. (1 I being the appropriate operator norm. Consequently 
II~,~-R9,,+0 as n-+cc. 
We next show that the mappings P, p are compact, from which it follows 
that p is compact. The following diagram of bounded mappings is useful: 
4 
\ 
CO(F,~) n co’ (emmF,J 4 (c;(FA 4 (e-“F,)),, 
/ 
pn 
4, -% ~o+(e-~F,,). 
Moreover, 
is compact because it is the composition of a bounded and a compact map. 
Thus Lemma 2.3 implies that 
is compact. It follows that 
f’: (Ao, Al),, --t (c;(F,), c,‘(e-“f’,Jh, 
is compact. 
Now we identify the interpolation spaces between which ? acts. Using 
the discrete representation of real interpolation spaces by means of the 
J-functional (see [2, Lemma 3.2.31) one can immediately check that 
(A,,A,),,=(A,,A,),,. 
On the other hand, Lemma 2.1 shows that 
(c;V’A c,‘(e-“Fm)h., 4 4Ae-BmFm). 
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is also compact 
Finaily, given a E (A,, A, fH,y we have 
where * again indicates equivalence with constants which depend only 
upon t3 and q. It follows that 
is compact and the proof is complete. fi 
The next theorem shows that if B1 4 B, then we do not need compact- 
ness of T: A i -t B, to obtain the same conclusion as in Theorem 3.1. 
T: A0 -+ B, is compact 
and 
T: A, --t B, is bounded. 
is eu~~puer. 
Proof, We may assume, without loss of generality, that the norm of the 
embedding 8,~ B, is 1. A simple argument shows that 
NC b) = llbll, for all t 22 1 and all bEI&; 
and clearly if 0 < t < 1 and b E B,, then 
f llbll, = min( 1, r)K(l, h) G Kfr, hf. 
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From these two observations it follows that 
11 
I 
> 
IlY 
(fPK(f, b))Y f&/t 
0 
is a quasi-norm equivalent to the usual quasi-norm on (B,, B,)B,y. By 
standard arguments this integral expression is equivalent to 
Consequently we merely need to consider vector-valued sequence spaces 
over the negative integers. The proof of Theorem 3.1 can now be reljeated 
with only minor modifications. Indeed we have the following diagram of 
continuous maps: 
A0 5 00 4 co(4??) 
ptl 
\ 
co(&) i-7 lco(e-mB,) 4 (co(&), ~,(e-“&J)8,q 
/ P” 
4, 5 l3, 4 E,(e-“B,), 
where the vector-valued sequence spaces are over the negative integers and 
P, is now defined as 
P,(b,)=(b,,b-,,b_, ,..., 6-n+2,6-,+,,0,0,0...). 
In this case we have 
and we see that the compactness of T: A0 + B. is sufficient to guarantee 
that IjP, f- rijie,, --+ 0 as n -+ co. The proof of the theorem is completed in 
exactly the same way as the proof of Theorem 3.1. fl 
By real interpolation between L,-spaces, only Lorentz L,,, spaces can be 
obtained (see Section 4). There is a natural extension of the real interpola- 
tion method that allows us to obtain certain Orlicz spaces as interpolation 
spaces between L,-spaces (see [4,9]). We now recall the construction of 
the spaces (A,, Al),f;y. 
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In what follows we assume that ,f is a function from (0, oc ) to (0, CC )
which satisfies the following conditions: 
,fis continuous, non-decreasing Andy = 1; 
f(s) = sup (.~(~~)~~(f)~ < m for every s > 0; 
1>0 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
i 
‘I 
min( 1, l/t) ,f(t) drjt < w. (3.3 1 
0 
The space (A,, A l)f., consists of all n E A, $ A, which have a finite quasi- 
norm 
ll4,., = {j; (KC4 uvf(t))Y w) 
i;ij 
if O<q<x, 
Ml.,: z = sup (K(t, aMt)I. 
This method with a function parameter is a special case of the interpola- 
tion method with a function norm described by J. Peetre in [IO]. Note that 
the following holds (see [43): 
.~(?)=~(rnax(l~ t)) as t-+0 and as t--+ co; (3.4) 
~(r,a)~~~(~) Ilull,;, for ail t>O and all a~(&, A,jfLY; (3.5) 
if T is a bounded linear operator from A, to B, with norm Mi 
(j = 0, 1 ), then T is bounded from (A,, A,ffiy to (B,, B,).tzy 
with quasi-norm M, where h4 d M,,3(M, /MO). (3.6) 
With the aid of this information the techniques used in the proof of 
Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 may be modified to give 
THEOREM 3.3. Let (A,, A t ) and (B,, B, ) he corn~a~~b~e couples CI~ 
Banach spaces, let 0 < q % CC and let f be a function satkfying (3.1), (3.2), 
and (3.3). Suppose that T is a linear operator such that T: A, -+ B, is 
compact and either T: A, -+ B, is compact or T: A, + B, is hounded and 
B, c; B,. Then 
2-I (~CP, A I )r.<, -+ (4, B, )f.q 
is compact. 
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4. APPLICATIONS 
Let (U, p) and (F’, v) be positive, a-finite measure spaces and let k(.s, t) 
be a measurable function defined on Vx U. The integral operator T 
associated to the kernel k is defined by 
TX(S) = j Ws, t)x(t) 44th SE v. 
u 
In this section we give conditions on the kernel k that are sufficient to 
guarantee the compactness of the integral operator T when it is considered 
to be acting between appropriate L,-spaces and Lorentz spaces. 
We recall that for 1 <p < co and 0 < q1-< cc the Lorentz function space 
L,,,(U) is defined as the collection of all (equivalence classes of) 
p-measurable functions f on U such that the quasi-norm 
Ilfll,,, = jam (t”“f*W W}I/Y 
is finite; heref* is the decreasing rearrangement off, 
f*(t)=inf(&p(fx: /f(x)/ >df)<t>. 
Lorentz function spaces occur naturally by real interpolation between 
L,-spaces (see [2, Theorem 5.3.11); indeed 
(LPIJ’ L,, h = LP.Y’ 
where l<p,#pl<co, O<@<l, O<q<co, and l/p=(l-8)/p,+B/p,. 
We note that 
J&P = L, (equivalent norms); 
and if q0 < q1 then 
=m 4 L”P.41. 
Subsequently, given p with 1 <:p G co then p’ denotes the conjugate 
exponent to p; that is, l/p + l/p’ = I. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let l<r,w,c~<co, lca<oo, 0~0~1, l/q=(l-0)/o 
+ e/w, and l/p = (1 - 9)/a + 9/r’. Suppose that the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
IWs, t)l” dvfs) (4.1) 
satisfies 11 T - T&s,il < E. Consequently T is compact. 
Similar reasoning using assumption f4.2) shows that 
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Since p d q, we have L, G L,,, and so 
T:L,-+L, 
is compact. 1 
Remark 4.2. We note that without the assumption p < q, assumptions 
(4.1) and (4.2) imply that the integral operator is compact from L,,. into 
L,,, for 0 < u < co. That the integral operator is also compact when con- 
sidered as operating between Lorentz-Zygmund spaces (see [4,9]) follows 
by interpolating with a function parameter and applying Theorem 3.3. 
As a consequence of Theorem 4.1 we now derive a result due to L. V. 
Kantorovich [6, Theorem X1.3.3; see also Remark X1.3.21. 
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose that U and V are finite measure spaces. Let 
1< r, CJ -=I CO and suppose that 
I&, t)l’dAt) d C, for almost all s E V, 
u 
and 
l/O 
lk(s, t)l” dv(s) d c, for almost all t E U. 
V 
Ifp, 9 satisfy 
l<P,9<% PG4, a<9 and (1 -dq)p’<r 
then the integral operator T is compact from L,(U) to Ly( V). 
ProoJ: By (4.5) we can choose E > 0 and w > q such that 
l/q=(l-8)/0+8/w and l/p<(l -t9)/w’+%/r’, 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
where 19 = 1 -o/q + E. Since U and V are finite measure spaces, assump- 
tions (4.3) and (4.4) imply (4.1) and (4.2) with tl = w’. Hence for 
l/p0 = (1 - 0)/w’ + O/r’, 
is compact. Consequently 
T: L,+L, 
is also compact since pO <p. 1 
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